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The Coolpix S9300 has a wealth of cutting-edge technology that sets this 16-megapixel camera apart. The Nikkor 18x lens (25 –
450mm coverage) captures distant action or candid close-ups while ...

**Nikon Coolpix S9300**
To force the use of the flash, you will need to visit the flash menu by pressing the up position on what Nikon ... working the camera with one hand, and still keeping your finger on the shutter button ...

**Features & Controls**
Professional cinematography manufacturer Red is suing Nikon over allegedly copying its data compression technology ...

**Red is suing Nikon for allegedly infringing video patents**
RED alleges Nikon is infringing upon multiple of its patents in its Z
series mirrorless cameras, specifically calling out the N-RAW capture mode of the Z9 with firmware version 2.0. Nikon tells DPRev... 

**RED is suing Nikon for allegedly infringing on its video compression technology, says Nikon is using it in the Z9’s N-RAW video capture**

Before going freelance, he was the editor overseeing digital camera reviews at PC World. Eric reviews both point & shoot as well as dSLR cameras and smartphones for Steve's Digicams.

**Eric Butterfield**

A lawsuit filed in southern California federal court on Wednesday asserts that Japanese camera maker Nikon Corporation and its
domestic subsidiary have ...

Red.com Takes on Nikon in Patent Infringement Suit Over Video Data Compression Technology
Whether you prefer a mirrorless or DSLR camera, eBay’s certified refurbished range will have you spoiled for choice. The best part is that eBay hosts a plethora of Nikon cameras to choose from ...

Score Huge Savings (And Save the Planet) With Ebay’s Refurbished Tech Deals
Sony has unveiled three new lenses for APS-C format cameras: the 11mm f/1.8, 15mm f/1.4 G, and 10-20mm f/4 PZ G Lenses. NEW YORK, June 1, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- B&H is excited to announce three ...